SC Minute Feb. 19th/20
•
•

Minutes approved
Committee Reports

Karen Mohatt: CPC: in regards to the handbook:
A section of the clinical panel needs to be revised: from the time a candidate knows he she
needs to submit a request three months before. So the CPC has time to revise the files.
Candidate needs to write the three reports and deliver it to the supervisors.
Important to include that CPC needs a written request to have it three months later.
Karen has two faculty members for the panel and the chair. Missing to have an adjunct.
Sue: Handbook instructions about the panel are not clear.
After a candidate request the panel, the candidate needs to complete the reports. Three
months is enough time for the CPC to revise the files.
Pat requested a list of documents, which will be helpful to revise the complete file.
Karen will send a paragraph suggesting the changes needed in the handbook.
Candidates have said they “are talked about in too many places.”
Perhaps the concern of certain candidates should be discussed more privately by Sue and
Colleen.
Lea S.A.: In the last meeting there was a presentation of a candidate’s work by her
supervisor. It was an enriching discussion.
FDC. Pat: nothing new to discuss will be completing the project next week and submit her
resignation as chair, Pat accepted to stay in the Committee Colleen and Sue will name the
new chair.
The Committee needs to be bigger and include more people. But it has been difficult to
recruit members. We need to communicate how much we need everyone’s help even
though we know how busy each one is.
Michelle K: has the date for the summer: June 6th/20 working on the curriculum
Karen M. requested the first morning of the first summer 2020 45 min to discuss CPC and
the handbook.
Michelle K.: Explained that the integrated curriculum Committee (ICTC) is a curriculum
committee whose purpose is to reduce duplication of efforts in teaching and also to reduce
the “silo effect” at/IPI.
Michelle asked if there are ways to build bridges between the programs, without having a
joint session of the core and IIPT during the first summer.
We can’t alter our curriculum, but if they are ways to share in the transition to
psychoanalysis, join meeting: last summer: we the introduced core students to
psychoanalysis. They responded and participated in the analytic case presentation and
information about the analytic program.
•
Stefanie:
Nothing to report. Questions:
•
•

Tuition for non graduates (Anna I.)
Carla is leaving the group. Will be discussed at the April weekend.

Pat as admission committee has approved a new candidate. Colleen has two possible
candidates.
Sue: APSA meeting.
IIPT voted to be part of APSA. Fee will increase. Includes a certification. Not part of
IPA. There will be a sight visit in the fall
Nancy Bakalar was recently certified by APSA.
Matt wanted APSA’s approval. Suggested not to have the Feb. weekend for candidates to
go to APSA because there is so much for candidates there. We should encourage them to
go. Highlighting some things.
We would plan Feb. weekend far away from APSA’s dates, as possible, will ask Caroline
if IPA has programs for candidates also. But we are not yet an IPA approved Institute.
Suggestion: advertise more all over the country that IIPT is accepting candidates.
Anna has sent constant information.
People found us in the website.

